SUEDE-TEX
Suede look coating

PRESENTATION

Nubuck and suede products are stylish and practical, but due to
social and environmental reasons, becoming a taboo in modern
society. Luckily there are substitutes that can be as stylish and,
maybe, even more practical. One of the substitutes is linen fabric
coated with special chemicals which give suede effect.
The suede look is made by coating (covering) one side of the
fabric with a special chemical compound. It forms a thin, but long
lasting layer over the cloth. Coated side is soft and velvety to the
touch, leaving the other side untouched.
Suede look coated fabric can be used for garments, home decor,
accessories, upholstery, or even shoes. As for the clothing - one more
advantage for using such fabric must be mentioned - you get suede
clothing in look and feel, but with the comfort of linen backing
against the skin.
Advantages comparing with suede and nubuck:
 A good alternative to more expensive suede and nubuck;
 Our fabrics with suede coating may appeal to clients who prefer a non-animal product;
 These products often provide a similar look and feel to suede, but have better liquid or stain resistance, can be washed;
 Fabrics softness, thinness, and pliability make it suitable for clothing and delicate uses; its easier to sew.
Properties of Suede-tex fabric:
 Gives 3D effects, of course this effect is strictly jointed with the quality of the fabric;
 This compound has to be applied with color, it is not possible to apply in the transparent version;
 Light and medium intensity colors only, no very dark colors available;
 Has good wash resistance up to 40°C, good dry cleaning resistance and a good rub fastness (dry and wet);
 Permeable to air;
 Keeps all linen best characteristics.

Care instructions:
Wash resistance more than 10 washings at 40°C
Iron only if needed on the backside of the item
The safest way to take care of such products is dry cleaning,
which increases product lifetime.
Do not bleach

More information about our products at www.linas.lt or you can contact one of our managers.

